Your Best New
Home Value...
combines the practical, as well
as the aesthetic. Because a truly
beautiful home “lives” well and
makes your life easier!
The products featured in your home were chosen
for their dependability, performance and ease of
use. For example, low-maintenance products reduce
upkeep and give you back a little more time for
what’s really important.
A great value means designing the buying and
building experience around your preferences, rather
than what’s easiest for us.
Construction quality is not an area to “cut corners”.
That’s why we work with some of the area’s best suppliers and sub-contractors. Their pride in their work
is evident in the craftsmanship found in our homes.
We also look forward to serving as your “new home
investment counselor”. Within your budget, we
want to provide information so you can make wise,
informed decisions regarding your home and the
amenities in it.
We truly care about helping you get the very
best home that meets your needs and complements
your lifestyle!

your woman-centric homebuilder

(209) 824-3080

www.RaymusHomes.com

Personalities play an
important role in creating
the perfect home.
To find out more, visit
RaymusHomes.com

Elise

Welcome to

RAYMUS HOMES
where

“Your Home Elise
Is Your Haven”

What is a
Woman-Centric home?

Tailor your home to your specific needs with our
flexible living choices. Have pets? You’ll appreciate our
pet center options. Do you work from home? Be sure
to check out our home office solutions. Want to ensure
you don’t outgrow your new home? Consider installing
drywall and electrical outlets in unfinished areas now,
creating spaces which you can easily finish off later
as the need arises.

How do you like to entertain? Whether it’s holiday
get-togethers, birthday parties or just having a few
close friends over, our homes are ideal for easy
entertaining. “Light, bright and airy” could well
describe your new home’s comfortable, uncluttered appearance. Inviting exteriors and entertaining spaces inside and out...these homes seem to say
“Welcome, we’re glad you’re here!”

de-stress

The essence of a woman-centric home is found in “how the
home lives”. We approach designing the homes differently,
concentrating on the four most important aspects women
have described to us: de-stressing; entertaining; storing; and
flexible living. It’s called “Livability-At-A-Glance”, and we’ve
even color-coded our floor plans to identify these areas and
amenities in the homes.

Stress seems to come from every direction. Whether
it’s balancing multiple roles or just trying to keep
everybody happy, our homes are a much-needed
respite from stress. Relaxing areas, such as a soaking
bathtub, a favorite porch swing, or a serene sitting area
to curl up with a good book, are golden. From calming
rear foyer entries from the garage to thoughtful
amenities like a pull-out kitchen wastebasket cabinet,
our homes are designed with de-stressing in mind.
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flexible
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We’ll be honest. We’ve never built a home which had
too much storage space! Storage and organization are
hallmarks of our woman-centric homes. Enjoy generous entry, linen and bedroom closets, large pantries,
drop zones in the rear foyer, even storage in the
laundry rooms. And, in addition to providing more
storage space, we also offer organization options—
from closet solutions to garage wall systems—so there
can be order in your home...and in your life!

storage
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